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Welcome to the WHATWG community
Maintaining and evolving HTML since 2004

- **HTML**: Read, use, or implement the HTML Living Standard
- **Web Dev Edition**: An edition of the HTML specification designed specifically for Web Developers
- **Join**: Comment on the HTML standard and send proposals of your own
- **Wiki**: Poke at our wiki pages and see what you unearth
- **Help**: Send questions and help others in the help@whatwg.org mailing list
- **Forums**: Talk with Web designers about how to write HTML
- **FAQ**: Get answers to your questions about HTML and the WHATWG
- **Specs**: See the other specifications developed at the WHATWG
- **IRC**: Chat with other members of the WHATWG community
MOBILE
Web developers can use the same set of technologies they know and love to build rich web applications that work across different device types.

GAMING
High performance 2D/3D graphics, offline asset storage, rich audio APIs, and socket-based networking let you create compelling modern games and reach users like never before.

BUSINESS
HTML5 brings substantial benefits for companies that no other IT model can – in simplicity, cost, security, flexibility and mobility.

HTML5 FEATURES
HTML5 is making the web platform more powerful in a number of different areas. Try learning by major HTML5 feature groups.

WHY HTML5?
Why you should care.
HTML5 introduces many cutting-edge features that enable developers to create web apps...

UPDATES
Learn what’s new.
Articles, tutorials, case studies, and demos that show you how to use HTML5 features.

RESOURCES
All HTML5, all the time.
Cultivated list of additional resources to help you on your HTML5 learning voyage.
Slicebox
A fresh 3D image slider with graceful fallback
Moqups is a nifty HTML5 App used to create wireframes, mockups or UI concepts, prototypes depending on how you like to call them.

We’ve tried to make things simple and fairly intuitive so you can unleash your creativity without any obstacles.

Stencils are objects that mimic various user interface elements. We have plenty of them and we’ll keep adding more to cover various needs.

Some stencils have editable content and others have configurable properties like color, shape, states, etc. There are stencils that don’t have configuration options or they can’t be edited at all.

Feel free to play around with them to discover who’s who.

Quick tips:

- type anywhere to start searching stencils
- upload your own custom images
- connect pages in your project with links
- undo/redo all your changes
- export your mockups to PDF or PNG
- and much more to discover...
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Documentation: type "help"

$> help
3d       cd       clear       help       ls       mv       pwd       rmdir       version       wget

Add files by dragging them from your desktop.

File(s) added
Error: INVALID_MODIFICATION_ERR

$> ls

hello

directory

html5rocks.png

$> pwd
/

$> theme

usage: theme default,cream
$> theme cream
$> theme default
$> who
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$>
Start accepting credit cards today.

Sign up and we’ll mail you a free Mobile Card Reader.

Email address
Password
Confirm password

Get Free Card Reader

2.75% per swipe, no additional fees, and next day deposits

Works with iOS and Android devices.
Facebook Abandons HTML5 on iOS
Resources:
http://diveintohtml5.info/
http://www.w3.org/
http://www.html5rocks.com/en/
http://www.htmlfivewow.com/

Demos:
http://carvisualizer.plus360degrees.com/threejs/
http://tympanus.net/Development/Slicebox/index.html
https://moqups.com/#!/
http://www.htmlfivewow.com/demos/terminal/terminal.html
https://squareup.com/

Learn:
http://learn.shayhowe.com/advanced-html-css/
http://css-tricks.com/